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The SIHH 2019 is a great canvas for innovative
watches. However, it is also quite exciting to
view some great booth design! After all, the
booth is the first visual invitation to view the
watch. One of the booths that caught our eye
was that of IWC Schaffhausen. And, why not? It
is not every day that you get to touch and
feel a legendary aircraft when you go to view
pilot watches!
The Spitfire, the British fighter aircraft, lay
splendid in full public view. There are many
interesting facts associated with this machine.
In 1936, the first prototypes were built. Even
in the early test flights, pilots were impressed
by the aeronautical capabilities of the “firebreather”. The aircraft was well ahead of its
contemporaries in terms of power and flying
characteristics. The fact that the “Spit” is so
popular among pilots is due to its extraordinary
manoeuvrability. Seeing it right in front of us was
like history coming alive.

IWC
SCHAFFHAUSEN
Hail the Spitfire!
A legend is reborn

But, we were in for another surprise. This was
no showpiece. We soon learned that this very
Spitfire was to go around the world! Flying
around the world in a Spitfire is the daring idea
of British pilots Steve Boultbee Brooks and Matt
Jones, founders of the Boultbee Flight Academy.
Their project “Silver Spitfire – The Longest Flight”
will see the iconic plane brave many challenges
and endure the most extreme conditions. The
plane has been painstakingly restored. We saw
the chrome design gleam, and the aircraft’s
original patina exuding elegance that only the
richness of time can give! The sculptural beauty
of the Spitfire design has to be seen with one’s
own eyes! No wonder, it has inspired a series of
watches that will reflect its finesse!
The new Spitfire line in the Pilot’s Watches
collection celebrates the unique engineering

expertise of the designers of the legendary
British fighter aircraft. As is well known, the
watchmaker has a strong bond with the world
of aviation. It should not be surprising then,
that the manufacture chose one of the striking
legendary aircrafts as a source of inspiration
for the collection. Reginald J. Mitchell designed
the Spitfire, and this aircraft is the epitome
of a perfectly functional design. The iconic
shape of the legendary British fighter aircraft
is now legendary. The elliptical wings not only
make the Spitfire extraordinarily agile and
easy to manoeuvre, they also give it its unique
silhouette. It is this purist design that makes
way into the new collection of timepieces, that
take as a base the design of the iconic Mark 11
navigation watch.
The Spitfire watches feature IWC-manufactured
calibres. The watches in the collection have
been enhanced with different complications.
With their robustness and reliability, all IWCmanufactured movements embody the high
level of engineering expertise at IWC. In terms
of the design, two looks dominate. There is the
design with a stainless-steel case, black dial and
green textile strap. This is clearly reminiscent of
the cockpit of a Spitfire. In other renditions, there
is a bronze case, olive green dials and brown
calf leather straps which also adds to a unique
character. It is a well-known fact that over time,
the bronze develops a special patina. The Spitfire
is engraved on the back of the watches with a
closed case.
There are many firsts in the collection, especially
in terms of the varied calibres used. However,
what binds the marvelous selection of watches
together is the allegiance to the Spitfire, an
engineering marvel in itself, and a respect for
the world of aviation to which these watches
ultimately belong!

Big Pilot’s Watch Perpetual Calendar Spitfire

Pilot’s Watch Chronograph Spitfire

Pilot’s Watch Timezoner Spitfire Edition The
Longest Flight

Pilot’s Watch UTC Spitfire Edition
“MJ271”
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The Watch Market Review team is just
back from the SIHH Fair and we are gearing
up for the Baselworld fair that will take
place next month. 2019 heralds a more
streamlined mood. It seems that things
are on track now. Meanwhile, in the larger
scheme of things, the interim budget was
announced. It was predictably a populist
one. As we move towards the elections that
will take place this year, what would be the
impact on the mood of the market and the
industry? The months to come are crucial!
In this issue, we present to you our
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highlights from the SIHH fair. This was
also an event marked by collaborations.
One of these is the collaboration of IWC
Schaffhausen with Spitfire, the legendary
British fighter aircraft. This has been
expressed in a new collection of watches,
the first of which is The Big Pilot’s Watch
Perpetual Calendar Spitfire. We tell you
more about this in the issue, along with
other news and views from the corridors
of Geneva! We also chat with Stéphane
Belmont, the Director of Heritage and Rare
Pieces, Jaeger-LeCoultre and look at the
manufacture’s glorious heritage.
Of course, as we wait in anticipation of
the Baselworld fair, we can’t wait to take
a look at some of the pre-Basel releases,
which we have got for you here. In this
issue we also celebrate one of the most
loved complications- the moon phase, as
we describe new watches that interpret this
complication in an exceptional manner, be
it technical or aesthetic. All this and more
awaits you in this issue!
Happy Reading!
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WATCH PICK

A. LANGE & SÖHNE
Zeitwerk Date
When the ZEITWERK was introduced
in 2009, it won many hearts. Within a
fraction of a second, a unique mechanism
advances the numeral discs to display
hours and minutes digitally. In 2019, as
this watch celebrates its tenth anniversary,
another technical innovation has been
added to this time machine. A newly
designed movement incorporates an
additional function: The ring-shaped date
display, that elegantly circles the dial.

The circumferential date ring consists of
glass with printed numerals from 1 to 31.
The current date is displayed in red. To
achieve this effect, a small colour segment
beneath the date ring performs one step
exactly at midnight. The ZEITWERK DATE
comes in a 44.2-millimetre white-gold
case with a grey dial and a red date. The
beautifully laid out dial and the exceptional
movement architecture make for a
timeless classic!
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Emporio Armani

Diesel

Armani Exchange

Michael Kors

FOSSIL
A story of the future

The Fossil Group, Inc is a name that is recognized world over. The global
design company has a finger on the pulse of the market. Always ahead of
the curve, the brand has embraced new generation smartwatches to meet
the needs of a new customer base that is constantly in tune with fastchanging technology.
Never before have watches adapted so much to suit their users and keep
up with changing times. With several new technology features, the varied
brands under the group provide stellar smartwatches that combine good
looks, cutting edge technology and functionality. Here is a peek into this
treasure trove…
FOSSIL
Updated wonders
Generation 4 smartwatches, the latest line, provides consumers with
the tech functionality they have been asking for in beautiful designs and
styles they have come to expect from Fossil. In addition to the super smart
functionality, the feature of optimized charge time is a big boon! Users can
now charge their device within an hour to last all day. Additionally, there
are 36+ exclusive dials, from fashion forward to novelty dials, and users
can integrate an increasing number of third-party apps to their device
experience, as well as set social media photos as watch face backgrounds.
SKAGEN
Minimalistic beauty
In harmony with the guiding principle of good design for better living, the
brand captures only what’s truly essential. As a division of Fossil Group,
smartwatches are a key offering. SKAGEN smartwatches are the perfect
balance of form and function—modern, minimalist design plus technology
that simplifies rather than complicates, and connects rather than distracts.
The new Falster 2 pushes the boundaries of functionality. It includes heartrate tracking in the Falster 2’s expansive feature lineup—along with other
new additions like rapid charging and more. Other features include NFC,
GPS, Altimeter, Accelerometer, Gyroscope, Ambient Light and Microphone.
New features also include GPS - Location based accuracy, Swim Proof
Technology and facility to directly access your smartwatch via Google
Assistant. The magnetic steel-mesh strap allows for easy fastening and a
secure fit.
EMPORIO ARMANI
Super Sleek
Emporio Armani Connected’s latest smartwatches have the additional
advantage of being sleek. Of course, the latest evolution in functionality
finds expression here. The watch automatically tracks your heart rate
across multiple types of workouts using Google Fit or third-party apps. It
enables seamless tracking of swim workouts through third-party apps. The
wearer can make purchases via NFC-enabled smartwatch using Google
Pay. GPS Distance Tracking is another handy feature thanks to inbuilt GPS.
The wearer can also ask questions and give commands directly to the
smartwatch via Google Assistant. The smartwatch also features new digital
dial designs, a striking stainless-steel case, and an eye-catching 1.19-inch
AMOLED display with an ambient sensor to enhance battery life.

A|X ARMANI EXCHANGE
Young at heart
A fashion-forward urban spirit finds expression in these watches. But we are
most excited about the first ever touchscreen smartwatch, which combines
the brand’s unique design aesthetic with the latest wearable technology.
Featuring heart rate and activity tracking, smartphone notifications, Google
Assistant and more, the A|X Armani Exchange Connected touchscreen
smartwatch keeps customers connected. Pay via the NFC chip, access
untethered GPS and much more. With a statement-making 46mm case and
sleek, linked bracelet, this new watch comes in gold-tone, black, silver and
coal stainless-steel variations. Its functional aesthetic is complemented with
a signature digital dial that heightens the contemporary look of the bracelet.
With its accessible price point, contemporary look and great functionality,
this one is a sure winner!
DIESEL
Sporty fashion
If it is bold…it is Diesel! The new Diesel Full Guard 2.5 touchscreen
smartwatches have a moto-inspired design. The collection features four
unique styles: a matte steel case on a black leather strap, a gunmetal steel
case on a brown leather strap, a matte black steel case on a black silicone
strap and an all-over gunmetal stainless-steel case on a three-link bracelet.
New and exciting customizable dials include the neon Flicker dial, which
changes colour automatically throughout the day, and the interactive heart
rate dial, which creates a rippling water effect with the tap of a finger.
Display dial effects change based on local weather behavior. As conditions
arise, you will be notified via weather animations that appear on the display,
like ice, snow, rain, severe thunderstorm and, now, with the addition of
cloudy, foggy and humidity. In addition, the regular functions provided by
smartwatches are all there as well. Bold and beautiful indeed!
MICHAEL KORS
On the Runway!
The iconic Runway watch comes in a new avatar as an innovative
smartwatch. In the next evolution of wearable technology, the Runway
smartwatch offers a new highly personalized experience with heart-rate
tracking, swimproof functionality, payment methods, untethered GPS and
more. In addition to the three classic stainless-steel platings, the brand is
also introducing its first ever silicone-strap styles within the group, adding
to the versatility on offer for the fashion savvy customers! The Runway
smartwatch features new digital dial designs that connect to and visually
show your heart rate, making it easy to measure and track. Additionally,
updates to the My Social app, a feature that allows users to showcase their
Facebook and Instagram photos right on their watch dials, allows users to
customize social photo dials with Michael Kors-themed stickers.
The new generation smartwatches offer functionality that appeal to a generation
that is fashion and tech savvy. They want the best of all worlds. With the latest
tech updates, these watches cater to the needs of modern life, where the watch
is definitely a fashion accessory, but also a tool used for communication, health,
financial transactions and much more. Fossil is all set to take the smartwatch to
the next level!
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THE HORLOGER

Hermes

Jaeger-LeCoultre

OVER THE
MOON
Moon phase watches

A. Lange & Söhne

Heavenly bodies have always fascinated man.
The moon, in all its poetic beauty, has a very
deep relationship with time. Man has, in the past,
looked up to the moon for time and direction,
much before the advent of clocks. Lunar
calendars were one of the earliest depictions of
the relationship between moon and time. Of all
the astronomical complications, the moon phase
is one of the simplest and most charming. In
representing the different phases of the moon
in an aperture on the dial, watchmakers have
displayed a lot of creativity. Moon phase watches
help you track the path the of moon in the sky….
with the added advantage of having a timeless
piece of art on your wrist!
Here is a glimpse at three new moon phase
watches…
A.LANGE & SÖHNE
Datograph Perpetual Tourbillon
This watch is offered in white gold with a
pink-gold dial in an edition of 100 pieces. The
resolutely warmer tone of the watch also provides
a pleasant contrast to the cool vibes of the 41.5
millimeter white-gold case and the rhodium
gold hands and appliques. What is clearly
admirable here is the structured dial layout,
in which the Lange outsize date and the two
subsidiary dials form an equilateral triangle. The
moon-phase appears right above the 6 o’clock,
looking every bit elegant and prominent on the
generous diameter. Three recessed correctors
make it possible to adjust the moon phase, the
day, and the month separately. The watch is a
unique combination of a flyback chronograph,
a perpetual calendar with moonphases and
a tourbillon with stop seconds. A complex
watch that pushes the limits of mechanical
watchmaking!
HERMES
Arceau L’heure de la lune
This watch is a refreshing departure from
traditional interpretations of the moonphase.

Satellite dials float above hemispherical moons,
an indication of a very original interpretation.
The mobile counters displaying the time and
date turn weightlessly to reveal the moon discs.
The mother-of-pearl moons set into the stone
display the lunar cycles in the northern and
southern hemispheres. There is a lot of technical
complexity that has gone into the Manufacture
Hermès H1837 movement. But, the result is a
heavenly dance that the wearer is privileged to
watch!
JAEGER-LECOULTRE
Master Ultra-Thin Moon Enamel
This watch is a romantic piece that brings a bit
of heavenly beauty on the wrist! It obviously
encompasses the pure and refined watchmaking
style of Jaeger-LeCoultre. With the hand-guilloché
blue enamel dial, new hour-markers, a new
polished moon, and a new engraved counter, this
watch has much to offer. The deep captivating
blue brings to light the geometric motifs and the
relief effect characteristic of guillochage. This
enameling technique recalls an age-old art and
requires immense precision and dedication. A lot
of attention has been given to perfect the moonphase as well. When the moon is full, it’s perfectly
round and polished white disk comes to rest on
an exquisite stellar background.
What the true finesse comes out in is the
extremely thin case in white gold (10.04 mm) that
conceals its engine, the Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre
925, an automatic mechanical movement with
a 70-hour power reserve. This watch is issued
in a limited series of 100 pieces A captivating
watch that transcends the notions of beauty and
technical skill, setting new standards!
Well, watchmakers pay great attention to the
aesthetics of the moon phase watches and it is this
pristine beauty that draws us to them. However, the
technical precision is also something that those
fascinated with the workings of watches may find
interesting. Lunatic precision….that’s what says it all!
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WATCH TALK

JAEGER-LE
COULTRE

In conversation with Stéphane Belmont

Jaeger-LeCoultre’s long and exceptional
history makes it a coveted manufacture
with a vast treasure trove of timepieces
that have been game changes and have
contributed to the evolution of the brand as
well as the horological domain. Stéphane
Belmont, the Director of Heritage and
Rare Pieces, Jaeger-LeCoultre, chats with
Karishma Karer about how dipping into the
past has great lessons for the present and
the future…
It has been about 20 years for you with
Jaeger-LeCoultre. How has the brand
evolved?
Oh! It has totally transformed. When I
joined, it was more about the Reverso,
which had three quarters of the sales. The
brand was transformed from being a classic
brand selling a Reverso to becoming an
international brand with a larger variety of
products. Also, the brand was more subtle.
We managed to highlight the watchmaking
skills, thanks to collections like the
Hybris Mechanica and so on. It became
more visible. Now, we are known for the
movements, and what is inside the watchas much as what is on the outside. Before, it
was more about the design.

WATCH MARKET REVIEW

www.watchmarketreview.com

Jaeger-LeCoultre has always been a
watchmaker for both men and women….
Despite the fact that we focused a lot on
the complications, we managed to win
over a solid women clientele base. For
example, with the Rendez-Vous collection,
we dedicated the world of complications
to women. It became the second bestselling collection of the brand. Despite
being technical we have managed to reach
a good balance between men and women
customers.
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The SIHH 2019 is a great canvas for innovative
watches. However, it is also quite exciting to
view some great booth design! After all, the
booth is the first visual invitation to view the
watch. One of the booths that caught our eye
was that of IWC Schaffhausen. And, why not? It
is not every day that you get to touch and
feel a legendary aircraft when you go to view
pilot watches!
The Spitfire, the British fighter aircraft, lay
splendid in full public view. There are many
interesting facts associated with this machine.
In 1936, the first prototypes were built. Even
in the early test flights, pilots were impressed
by the aeronautical capabilities of the “firebreather”. The aircraft was well ahead of its
contemporaries in terms of power and flying
characteristics. The fact that the “Spit” is so
popular among pilots is due to its extraordinary
manoeuvrability. Seeing it right in front of us was
like history coming alive.

IWC
SCHAFFHAUSEN
Hail the Spitfire!
A legend is reborn

But, we were in for another surprise. This was
no showpiece. We soon learned that this very
Spitfire was to go around the world! Flying
around the world in a Spitfire is the daring idea
of British pilots Steve Boultbee Brooks and Matt
Jones, founders of the Boultbee Flight Academy.
Their project “Silver Spitfire – The Longest Flight”
will see the iconic plane brave many challenges
and endure the most extreme conditions. The
plane has been painstakingly restored. We saw
the chrome design gleam, and the aircraft’s
original patina exuding elegance that only the
richness of time can give! The sculptural beauty
of the Spitfire design has to be seen with one’s
own eyes! No wonder, it has inspired a series of
watches that will reflect its finesse!
The new Spitfire line in the Pilot’s Watches
collection celebrates the unique engineering

expertise of the designers of the legendary
British fighter aircraft. As is well known, the
watchmaker has a strong bond with the world
of aviation. It should not be surprising then,
that the manufacture chose one of the striking
legendary aircrafts as a source of inspiration
for the collection. Reginald J. Mitchell designed
the Spitfire, and this aircraft is the epitome
of a perfectly functional design. The iconic
shape of the legendary British fighter aircraft
is now legendary. The elliptical wings not only
make the Spitfire extraordinarily agile and
easy to manoeuvre, they also give it its unique
silhouette. It is this purist design that makes
way into the new collection of timepieces, that
take as a base the design of the iconic Mark 11
navigation watch.
The Spitfire watches feature IWC-manufactured
calibres. The watches in the collection have
been enhanced with different complications.
With their robustness and reliability, all IWCmanufactured movements embody the high
level of engineering expertise at IWC. In terms
of the design, two looks dominate. There is the
design with a stainless-steel case, black dial and
green textile strap. This is clearly reminiscent of
the cockpit of a Spitfire. In other renditions, there
is a bronze case, olive green dials and brown
calf leather straps which also adds to a unique
character. It is a well-known fact that over time,
the bronze develops a special patina. The Spitfire
is engraved on the back of the watches with a
closed case.
There are many firsts in the collection, especially
in terms of the varied calibres used. However,
what binds the marvelous selection of watches
together is the allegiance to the Spitfire, an
engineering marvel in itself, and a respect for
the world of aviation to which these watches
ultimately belong!

Big Pilot’s Watch Perpetual Calendar Spitfire

Pilot’s Watch Chronograph Spitfire

Pilot’s Watch Timezoner Spitfire Edition The
Longest Flght

Pilot’s Watch UTC Spitfire Edition
“MJ271”
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Tell us a bit about your role as the Director
of Heritage and Rare Pieces, JaegerLeCoultre.
The focus is try to find our rare pieces. It is
also about exploring the archives and figure
out which watches are most interesting.
Which of these are more collectible? We
collect data and figure out what styles
may provide continued interest. We advise
collectors on what they should buy and
focus on. We provide more information on
the product. It is also about sharing the
heritage and history of the brand. We want
to digitalize key information and make it
available on an interface for both internal
and external use. We want to make people
go in-depth for our history. We were part of
an exhibition in Venice last year, that aims
to preserve rare crafts all over the world. We
represented the watchmaking part. People
were amazed to discover these creations.
We represented the calibre 101. We also

realized back then, there is indeed a lot that
we have to share!
What are some of the vintage models you
would like to bring back?
The Futurematic, which is a self-winding
wrist watch without a crown. It was
manufactured between 1951 and 1959.
There was no need to wind the watch. The
display was interesting. There were two
holes in the dial. One for display and one
for power reserve. It is something that was
not conventional. The idea of stopping
the watch before it runs out of power was
interesting. We could take that philosophy
today, and do something really interesting
with it.
Do you feel that classic watches have
made a comeback?
People want classic watches but not boring
ones. They want something special. The
function must have something particular.
A classic watch can gain in character with
a specific complication. People also want
simple complications- refined and special
but not too complex. For instance, I love the
idea of two power reserves, when you don’t
wear the watch it keeps running.
What makes the Gyrotourbillon special? It
is making waves at the SIHH 2019!
It is special as it marks fifteen years of
improving and transforming traditional
complications. It really adapts these
transformations to the wrist. There is
the fine sound of the minute repeater.
We have shown that one can create very
complicated watches, that can be used
every day without any trouble! This spirit
is expressed very well in the watch. The
perpetual calendar is new. It marks all that
we have loved! It is full of technical wonders
and the design and finishing also shows
evolution.
What is new with the Reverso?
We are busy working on the next
anniversary of the Reverso. It is a matter
of time! It will come on the occasion of the
anniversary. Be patient!
What is your favourite watch for 2019?
It would be a Reverso with the red dial.
I tend to wear only blue and silver dial
watches. It is time for me to explore other
colours! It is simple but very attractive.
Dipping into the heritage of Jaeger-LeCoultre
gives a chance to encounter some really
fascinating stories in the quest of looking
into the history of the brand and the earlier
watches made in its ateliers. Sounds just like
the thing to do as the manufacture moves
ahead in the future!
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SIHH 2019
Taking fine watchmaking forward

The watch industry has been riddled with many questions and deliberations.
Last year, there were changes announced in the workings of two of
the biggest watch fairs- SIHH and Baselworld. Both will synchronise
their calendars from 2020. There was also the announcement of Audemars
Piguet and Richard Mille, discontinuing exhibiting 2020 onwards.
However, the mood at the fair was resolute and upbeat. Between 14th to
17th January, Geneva was filled with watch lovers and members of the
horological industry. Like every year, this year as well, we expected many
new watches and innovations, and we were not disappointed! Hours and
Minutes was present at the fair, soaking in the innovations of this versatile
industry!
It seemed that this was the year of the Perpetual Calendar, which we all
know to be a very handy and useful complication. Well, it surely seemed
to be a favourite with watchmakers! To see its rendition and expression
in many creative ways was quite exciting. Blue has been a popular colour
for quite some time now, and this year as well, this trend of blue watches
seemed to continue. Blue is the new black…we can safely hold on to
this statement! In terms of colour, we also saw the salmon dial reign in
popularity. We also spotted quite a few rainbow bezels. Is this an indicator of
an upbeat mood? Let us hope so!

The SIHH is always a good time to celebrate different associations, as
well as creativity of all sorts. This year, the IWC booth was dominated by
a wondrous display of the Spitfire aircraft. The legacy of the British fighter
plane finds expression in the aviation-themed Top Gun line. The booth was
designed to resemble the hangars that historically housed Spitfire aircrafts.
To be honest, everyone at the fair appreciates the beautifully done up booths
as much as the wonderful watches! The Richard Mille booth was one on
which most of the visitors had a ‘candy crush”! In keeping with the theme of
their Bonbon Collection, the booth was colourful and delectable! We loved
the oversized candies ranging from marshmallows to liquorice. It is the last
year of the brand at the fair, as per an announcement earlier this year. Is this
a farewell on sweet terms?
The Hermes booth was all about elegance. A rotating moon spanning
3.5m in diameter was the highlight. This installation was designed
by Japanese artist Hideki Yoshimoto. To promote the message of
sustainability, it was made from 20,000 recycled solar panels which would
be recycled again once deconstructed after the fair. Coming back to the
watches, there were many that caught our eye, and we can’t wait to share it
with you. Here are some of our picks from SIHH 2019. And, be sure to watch
this space for more!
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The trailblazer camouflage strap is the highlight in this very authentic
and recognizable design. The 44 mm chronograph has a ceramic bezel.
Ceramic withstands pressures of time as well as high temperatures,
thermal shocks and scratches. The “Méga-Tapisserie” dial is also quite
timeless and fits in seamlessly into this design. Colouring ceramic requires
a complex research stage to find the right pigments, as well as a long and
delicate manufacturing process. The brown edition is endowed with an
18-carat pink gold case that nicely sets off the bezel’s brown ceramic, used
for the first time at Audemars Piguet.

Royal Oak Offshore
Selfwinding
Chronographs

Fancy seeing a dance on a watch dial? The central disc, three satellites,
and a one-minute flying tourbillon at 6 o’clock waltz around the central
minute wheel. On the intense blue dial, four discs are set on different
levels. The three smaller skeleton discs are openworked to allow the hour
numerals to be seen once they come into the correct alignment. Add to this
the striking design features- the TV screen shape, the warm red gold case
and the deep blue dial, and you have a piece that exudes rare elegance! An
enchanting and cutting-edge piece indeed!

IWC
SCHAFFHAUSEN

Pilot’s Watch Double Chronograph
TOP GUN Ceratanium

This was the highlight piece for many at the SIHH 2019. It is the first
multi-axis tourbillon with a constant-force mechanism, Westminster
chime and perpetual calendar. One of the key USP’s of this piece is
the Westminster carillon minute repeater that replicates the chime
of the famed Big Ben clock tower in London! This is a resolutely
modern watch that bears the finesse of centuries old craftsmanship
and heritage, with a sleek new contemporary aesthetic that pairs
traditional haut-de-gamme finishing and a modern, wearable feel.

RICHARD MILLE
Citron

HAUTLENCE
HL Vagabonde
Tourbillon

The new TOP GUN line unveiled by the manufacture enhances
the Pilot’s Watches collection with a new material, Ceratanium,
developed by IWC. The patented material is as lightweight
and unbreakable as titanium and at the same time as hard
and scratch-resistant as ceramic. It is also characterized by
its excellent skin compatibility, its high degree of corrosionresistance and its matte black colour. The Pilot’s Watch
Double Chronograph TOP GUN Ceratanium is the first pilot’s
watch from IWC with a Ceratanium case. A high level of
material expertise combines with the stellar jet-black look for a
functional and handsome piece.

JAEGER-LE
COULTRE

Master Grande Tradition
Gyrotourbillon Westminster
Perpétuel

The Richard Mille Bonbon Collection has a delectable
variety, but we picked up the Citron. The colour stands
out and induces a pop-inspired sense of fun. Painted in
acrylics and lacquered by hand, you will also see on the dial
miniature sculptures integrated, as well as a ‘sugar coating’
effect achieved using powdered enamel and the fine sand
employed in hourglasses. The skeletonized base makes
these stand out. This watch is produced in an edition of 30
pieces. Time for some candy crush?
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From 1994 to 2019, the Lange 1 has clearly been the Manufacture’s most
famous watch family. The timeless design completes 25 years but still
remains appealing. With its asymmetric dial, the three-day movement, and
the outsize date, the elegance and purist charm seem to grow by the day!
In the new blue, the watch captures one of the classiest colours and seals
its position as a timeless investment.

Here is a design that stretches the curvilinear form to the limit. But, that
is what one should expect from MB&F! This wrist machine is inspired
by the dynamic profiles of automotive and aviation mid-century design.
Reminiscent of a jet engine, a highly complex titanium case in alternating
polished and satin finishes encloses an equally complex manual winding
movement, developed fully in house. In short, here is a timepiece that lets
dreams take flight from your wrist!

MONTBLANC
1858 Geosphere

When you experience the UR-111C, it is nothing short of having a
machine on your wrist. The minutes are shown in two different ways
- linearly for visual pleasure as well as digitally for precision. There
were challenging and unconventional innovations to enable this feat
and these have made their way into this time machine. This leads us
to conclude that this is indeed mechanical virtuosity at its peak!

OFFICINE
PANERAI
Submersible Luna Rossa

This elegant watch is powered by the BM13 version of the Baumatic
caliber. Note the warm white hue of the dial, with a porcelain-effect
finish in perfect harmony with the 18-carat red gold case. A discreet
anthracite crosshair on the dial symbolises the COSC (Official
Swiss Chronometer Testing Institute) certification. The second
hand in anthracite, contrasts with the gold hour and minute hands.
With its 39 mm satin-finished red gold case this watch combines
performance, technical achievement and refined design.

MB&F
Horological Machine
N°9 ‘Flow’

The highlight of this piece is the new Khaki Green colour. Well, the
spirit of mountain exploration pervades this trusted tool as well.
The polished and satin-finished bronze case features slim beveled
horns while the case back is crafted from titanium featuring a
bronze colour coating. This watch is dedicated to the world’s Seven
Summit mountaineering challenge, the holy grail of mountaineering
adventures. With the bronze-khaki colour scheme, it is very much at
home in the great outdoors!

URWERK
UR-111C

This is a diving watch water-resistant to a depth of 30 bar. The
highlight is the case made of carbotech, the innovative material
based on carbon fibre. The material properties of lightness,
resistance to external shocks and freedom from corrosion,
makes it amenable for a diving watch. it is also used to make
the AC75 monohull, a picture of which is engraved on the
titanium back of the watch, together with the Luna Rossa logo
and the America’s Cup profile, a nod to the partnership between
Panerai and the Challenger of Record of the 36th America’s Cup.

BAUME &
MERCIER

Clifton Baumatic Cosc Or Rouge
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HUBLOT

The Spirit of Big Bang Yellow Sapphire

SEIKO

A Partnership of Champions
His latest win has been the Australian
Open in Melbourne. Novak Djokovic has
now won the tournament seven times, one
more than any man in history and he now
has fifteen Grand Slam titles to his name,
putting him into sole third place in the alltime list.

rket Review_LayoutAfter
1 15.04.11
11:04 Seite 1 win, it is
this commendable

heartening to see Tennis Superstar Novak

with his very own limited edition Astron
GPS Solar watch on his wrist, while holding
the Australian Open trophy.
Seiko also welcomed Novak to a fan
participation event before the tournament.
Novak presented prizes to the winners
of a Virtual Reality competition in which
tennis fans in Melbourne were able to play
a “virtual” match against Novak.

It is brilliant like the sun, and energizing
and luminous too! We have followed
HUBLOT into the quest for material
innovation for years now. We know that
sapphire and the challenges in working
with this hard material have been
conquered by the brand.
Sapphire is a material that is transparent
and ultra-resistant, and ultra-complex
to machine. But, despite the complexity,
unpredictability, instability and lack
of homogeneity in the fusion and
crystallization of sapphire, HUBLOT has
managed to tame it.
In one more move, HUBLOT expresses

prowess in engineering and chemistry,
by fusing copper (Cu) with aluminium
oxide (Al2O3) to get the solar hue in the
sapphire that makes this new watch.
Not only the case, but also the natural
rubber bracelet is lined with the colour
yellow. The Spirit of Big Bang Yellow
Sapphire houses a self-winding skeleton
chronograph movement. The architecture
and its finishing, from the legendary
Zenith El Primero caliber to small details
that make the whole piece, the touch of
HUBLOT can be seen everywhere. The
watch is in an edition of 100 pieces.
With this watch, we can safely say, ‘Here
comes the sun’!

Sw=ss Souvenir.

www.mondaine.com
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BASELWORLD WATCH
Pre-Basel 2019

While we can’t wait to attend the biggest watch fair in the world, it is the perfect time to take a peek at what is in
store for watch lovers at the Baselworld this year. Right from bespoke luxury timepieces that will get you some
really envious glances to accessible watches, which are classy and timeless nevertheless, to fashion-forward
watches that simply exude style, there is something for every wrist at the fair! Take a look at these watches for a
start….and do remember there are many more to come! Watch this space…

CARL F.
BUCHERER
Manero Flyback Retro Gold
This is the latest addition to the Manero Flyback
collection. Combining the elegance of Rose
Gold with a retro charm and watchmaking
technology, this vintage chronograph comes
with a contemporary twist. The black sunburstfinished dial pops against the two silver-colored
totalizator subdials. Black and red accents and
a kudu-leather strap add a zing to the look!
Unabashed retro charm meets sophisticated
watchmaking technology.

CHANEL

BoyFriend Tweed Art

The maison’s expertise in tweed is well known.
These skills now find expression on the watch.
The dial is a tweed-patterned Grand Feu enamel,
set inside a beige gold case and bezel. The 18K
beige gold crown is set with onyx cabochon. With
the blue satin strap, this enticing edition is limited
to 20 pieces.

GUCCI
Vintage Web

Playful. Colourful. Strong. Vibrant. The Vintage
Web features a distinct round resin case, a
coordinating resin bangle, and a transparent white
mother of pearl dial. The vivid geometric stripes
add a modern touch to the piece. One can see
the iconic Gucci design codes, such as the bee
motif design engraved on the 35mm case back. A
strong style statement!

BVLGARI

Lvcea Skeleton

Two versions of a sublime piece….The highlight
for both lies in the breathtakingly beautiful
openwork BVLGARI logo dial set with diamonds.
Fine materials, regal colours and precious
stones make a graceful symphony on the
watch. The haute horlogerie and haute joaillerie
skills of the Roman jeweller steal the show once
again!

FREDERIQUE
CONSTANT

Hybrid Manufacture

The Hybrid Manufacture has encapsulated
a Classic Swiss look with the smartest
functionality. Thanks to a beautiful case and
dial, the Hybrid adds style and elegance to any
wrist. This timeless appearance conceals a
highly functional mechanical calibre with great
connected functionalities, as one can expect
from latest generation smart watches. This
new version also promises some great new dial
animations!

GRAND SEIKO

Elegance Collection

A unique Japanese aesthetic truly stands out
in the new Elegance Collection. Witness the
magic of the finest Urushi lacquer! The new dial
combines Grand Seiko’s signature Mt. Iwate
pattern and “Suki-urushi” lacquer. The minute
and power reserve indicator hands are bent by
hand to follow perfectly the domed contour of
the dial. This is a refined and timeless piece that
exudes the aura of an heirloom!

